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ABSTRACT Many smart healthcare centers are deploying long distance, high bandwidth networks in their
computer network infrastructure and operation. Transmission control protocol (TCP) is responsible for
reliable and secure communication of data in these medial infrastructure networks. TCP is reliable and
secure due to its congestion control mechanism, which is responsible for detecting and reacting to the
congestion in the network. Many TCP congestion control mechanisms have been developed previously for
different operating systems. TCP CUBIC, TCP Compound, and TCP Fusion are the default congestion
control mechanism in Linux, Microsoft Windows, and Sun Solaris operating systems, respectively. The
earliest congestion control mechanism Standard TCP acts as the trademark congestion control mechanism.
The exponential growth of congestion window (cwnd) in slow start phase of the TCP CUBIC causes burst
losses of packets, and TCP flows did not share available link bandwidth fairly. The prime aim of this
paper is to enhance the performance of TCP CUBIC for long distance, high bandwidth secured networks
to achieve better performance in medical infrastructure, concerning packet loss rate, protocol fairness,
and convergence time. In this paper, congestion control module for slow start is proposed, which reduces
the effect of the exponential growth of cwnd by designing the new limits of cwnd size in slow start
phase, which in turn decreases the packet loss rate in healthcare networks. NS-2 is used to simulate the
experiments of enhanced TCP CUBIC and state-of-the-art congestion control mechanisms. Results show
that the performance of enhanced TCP CUBIC outperforms by 18% as compared with the state-of-the-art
congestion control mechanisms.

INDEX TERMS Congestion control, smart healthcare enterprises, TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart healthcare centers are developing their networks all
over the world. TCP is a de facto standard transport pro-
tocol for all Internet applications. By using the Internet of
Things (IoT), many smart healthcare centers deploy long
distance, high bandwidth secured networks to centralize their
data centers that are spread across multiple geographic loca-
tions, referred to as medical infrastructure. Congestion con-
trol mechanisms work with TCP to control the congestion
and to provide the security of data in these networks. During
last two decades, researchers are continuously embracing
and improving the performance of TCP congestion control

mechanisms, both inwired andwireless networks by focusing
on its four components, i.e., slow start, congestion avoid-
ance, fast retransmit and fast recovery. TCP Compound and
TCP Fusion are the default congestion control mechanisms
of TCP in Microsoft Windows and Sun Solaris operating
systems, whereas TCP CUBIC is the default congestion con-
trol mechanism in Linux, Android, and Free-BSD operating
systems. Moreover, nowadays, about 50% of Internet traffic
is controlled by TCP CUBIC instead of trademark congestion
control mechanism, i.e., Standard TCP. Thus, the focus area
of this research work is to enhance the performance and
efficiency of TCP CUBIC for long distance, high bandwidth
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FIGURE 1. Packet conversation principle [14].

secured communication networks being used by smart health-
care enterprises.

TCP [1] was officially adopted as a standard in Requests
for Comments (RFC-793) to deal with message flow control
and error correction. TCP is reliable and secured because
of its congestion control mechanism which is responsible
for detecting and reacting to the congestion in the network
of healthcare centers. Congestion occurs when there is too
much data traffic in the network routers, and multiple users
from remote healthcare centers contend for access to the
same network resources [2]. Congestion control mechanism
consists of four phases: slow start, congestion avoidance, fast
retransmit and fast recovery [2]–[9].

First two phases of congestion control mechanism
(slow start and congestion avoidance) are responsible for the
detection of congestion, whereas other two components (fast
retransmit and fast recovery) are reacting to overcome the
congestion. In this research, a new module related to the first
phase is proposed. TCP follows a packet conversation princi-
ple as proposed by [3], which confirms the transmitted packet
delivery by using an Acknowledgment (ACK). This packet
conversation principle is depicted in Figure 1, which shows
that source node breaks the data messages into many packets
and sends to the destination node over the network [3], [7],
[10]–[13].

The source host controls the data transmission rate by using
a built-in variable called Congestion Window (cwnd), which
determines the maximum number of data packets that the
source node is allowed to send [13]. Data communication on
the Internet is using this similar concept of cwnd . Previously,
Internet traffic was controlled by Standard TCP, which is
also known as TCP Reno, however, according to the report
of [15], Internet traffic is now controlled by multiple conges-
tion control mechanisms, such as, TCP Compound [16] and
TCP CUBIC [17]. About 30,000 Internet web servers, only
3.31% to 14.4% of web servers are still using TCP Reno,
whereas, 14.5% to 25.66% are using TCP Compound and
46.92% are using TCP CUBIC. Thus, a majority of TCP
flows on the Internet are now controlled by TCP CUBIC
instead of TCP Reno [15]. Now TCP CUBIC is also the
default congestion control mechanism in Android and Free-
BSD operating systems [18]–[20]. In 2008, Ha and Rhee
enhanced the slow start module of TCP CUBIC and proposed
Hybrid Start (HyStart), which improved the performance of
TCP CUBIC in slow start phase.

FIGURE 2. Exponential growth of congestion window during slow start
phase [7].

During the start stage of connection, TCP slow start mod-
ules of TCP Reno, TCP Compound and TCP CUBIC are
used to find the time varying, unknown available bandwidth
of the network path. After estimated measure of available
link bandwidth, slow start phase of TCP begins the trans-
mission with one packet i.e., cwnd = 1 and on receiving
of each successful ACK, the size of cwnd is increased by
1 extra packet as described in Equation 1 [7], [21], which
doubles the size of cwnd at the end of each Round Trip Time
(RTT) as described in Equation 2 [7]. This kind of growth
of cwnd is called exponential growth. Figure 2 schemati-
cally illustrates the exponential growth of cwnd size during
slow start phase [7]. Due to exponential growth of cwnd ,
the size of cwnd becomes twice at the end of each RTT, thus,
in long distance, high bandwidth networks, when RTTs are
very long, it may cause very large size of cwnd even during
the very start stage of the connection in slow start phase.
Thus, exponential growth of cwnd size in long distance,
high bandwidth, causes congestion in the network, which,
in turn, causes large number of packets losses, which is also
known as burst losses of packets. TCP CUBIC also suffers
from burst losses of packets in slow start phase [22], [23].
[23]–[25] worked on long distance, high bandwidth scenarios
to improve the performance of congestion control mecha-
nisms.

ACK : cwndnew = cwndPrevious + 1 (1)

RTT : cwndnew = cwndPrevious × 2 (2)

Slow Start Threshold (ssthresh) is an a measure of avail-
able bandwidth in the current network path to switch the
connection to next phase, which is known as conditional
variable [26]. Congestion control mechanisms use different
equations and formulas to calculate the ssthresh variable,
which, in turn, effect the exit-point for slow start phase. Exit-
point is referred to as termination point, when the size of
cwnd becomes equal to or larger than ssthresh, connection
exits slow start phase and enters into congestion avoidance
phase [22]. TCP CUBIC increases the size of cwnd expo-
nentially instead of linearly, thus, TCP CUBIC occupy the
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available bandwidth very quickly. Thus, the exponential
growth of cwnd of TCP CUBIC in the congestion avoidance
phase also causes congestion in the network, which, in turn,
causes the high rate of packet loss. Equation 3 shows the
difference of cwnd growth in congestion avoidance phase of
TCP Reno, TCP Compound and TCP CUBIC [1], [16], [17].

ACK :


cwnd = cwnd +

1
cwnd

Linear Reno

cwnd = cwnd +
1

cwnd
Linear Compound

cwnd = cwnd + 1 Exponential CUBIC


(3)

TCP uses ssthresh variable to determine, which mod-
ule: slow start or congestion avoidance should be used for
communication. If the amount of cwnd is less than ssthresh,
then slow start module is used for communication and if cwnd
is greater than or equal to ssthresh, then congestion avoidance
module is used as expressed in Equation 4 [3].

CongestionControl :
{
cwnd<ssthresh Slow Start
cwnd≥ssthresh Cong.Avoidance

}
(4)

II. RESEARCH GAP
The increase in the size of cwnd in slow start and the con-
gestion avoidance phase is very important. Growth of cwnd
should not be so slow that TCP flows cannot use the available
link bandwidth properly and it should not be so fast that it can
create congestion in the network. As the size of cwnd depends
upon the availability of link bandwidth, each slow start mod-
ule of congestion control mechanism has a rule or function
to estimate the available link bandwidth by using differ-
ent techniques and sets the size of cwnd accordingly. The
performance of any congestion control mechanism can be
enhanced by setting the size of cwnd wisely in slow start
phase [22], [23], [27]–[32]. In order to prevent congestion
in the network, many TCP congestion control mechanisms
manage congestion window size and control its growth [33].
Therefore, in this research, cwnd size of TCP CUBIC is
changed in slow start phase by changing the boundary limit of
cwnd size. New cwnd boundary limit affects the exponential
growth of cwnd of TCP CUBIC in slow start phase and termi-
nation point of slow start phase, which causes the decrease in
packet loss rate of the network. In this research, new boundary
limit for the size of cwnd in slow start phase is proposed by
using the theory of Alternative slow start [8] and practical
implementation of HyStart [29].

The above research gap leads this research to address the
problems of exponential growth of cwnd size in slow start
phase. This statement leads to a research question; how to
reduce the effect of the exponential growth of cwnd in slow
start phase, such that burst losses of packets can be decreased.
Thus the aim of this research is to enhance the performance of
TCP CUBIC congestion control mechanism for smart smart
healthcare enterprises configured with long distance, high
bandwidth secured networks.

The objective of this research is to design and develop a
new congestion control module for slow start phase to reduce
the effect of exponential growth of cwnd , such that packet
loss can be decreased, as well as to evaluate the performance
of enhanced TCPCUBIC regarding packet loss rate, goodput,
protocol fairness and convergence time.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section III provides the extensive literature review of slow
start module. Section V presents the research methodology,
including the operational framework for the design, develop-
ment, and implementation of enhanced TCP CUBIC by using
CCM-SS. Section VI explains the design, development, and
implementation of the CCM-SS module of enhanced TCP
CUBIC. Section VII is dedicated to the results discussion and
future work.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review reveals a comprehensive study of var-
ious TCP congestion control mechanisms available in TCP
literature. In the first step, the focus of this review is mainly
for the problem history, behavior and techniques that have
been used during slow start phase of communication. In the
final step, the review provides a brief description of the selec-
tion of performance metrics used in this research to evaluate
the performance of the enhanced TCP CUBIC with state-
of-the-art congestion control mechanism, regarding packet
loss rate, goodput, protocol fairness and convergence time.
Thus, the extensive literature review provides a roadmap
to reveal the shortcomings of the existing version of TCP
CUBIC mechanism and leads to the design and development
of an enhanced congestion control mechanism for secured
networks configured on smart healthcare enterprises.

A. TCP SLOW START PHASE
The congestion control mechanism consists of slow start,
congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery
phases, that are also referred to as modules [2], [7], [8], [34],
[35]. A slow start and congestion avoidance modules control
the data transmission, whereas fast retransmit and fast recov-
ery modules retransmit the lost data. TCP slow start phase
is the first phase of TCP congestion control mechanisms.
After the completion of three-way handshake process, TCP
bursts out the extra packets that are not allowed by the agreed
window size (cwnd). This was not a large problem in the
small networking, however, as the networks grew and then
the a number of connected hosts increased, these large bursts
turned out to be a cause of problems. Congestion started
to occur in network bottlenecks, data adding up faster than
it could be forwarded or received. Therefore, a module to
prevent immediate bursts was introduced. With the incorpo-
ration of a slow start, two new variables were introduced: the
Slow Start Threshold (ssthresh) and the cwnd [26], [36]–[38].
In this phase, slow start modules use different techniques to
estimate the available link bandwidth and increase the size
of cwnd up a limit, which is called ssthresh. When starting
a transmission, cwnd is set to 1 MSS (Maximum Segment
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Size) and ssthresh is set to an arbitrary size, depending on
the congestion control mechanism of the operating system
being used. The amount of data the sender is allowed to send
is determined by min[cwnd,wnd] and since cwnd = 1 at
start-up only one packet is allowed. cwnd will then increase
by 1 MSS for every ACK received. This exponential growth
will continue until loss detection or cwnd = ssthresh when
this happens, the congestion avoidance algorithm will take
over. This is referred to as termination point of slow start
phase, which is also known as the exit point of slow start
phase [39].

1) ANALYSIS OF TCP SLOW START MODULES
At the beginning of transmission, the available link band-
width of the network is unknown. Hence, the purpose of the
slow start modules is to estimate roughly the available link
bandwidth. The exponential growth of the Standard slow start
module is a fast way to fill up the network. Since Standard
slow start cannot estimate the available link bandwidth until a
packet loss occurs, Standard slow start module overshoots the
size of cwnd to use the available link bandwidth and results
in a huge increase in RTT and burst losses of packets [40].

The problem of estimation of available link bandwidth
of Standard slow start was solved by [41], who proposed
a modified slow start module, named as Vegas approach,
to estimate the available bandwidth without packet losses.
It exponentially grows the size of cwnd alternatively (not
at the end of each RTT). However, Vegas approach termi-
nates the slow start phase prematurely and enters into the
congestion avoidance phase while the BDP of the network
is high [40]. Later on, Vegas problem was solved by Hoe’s
approach [42], which avoids the source from premature ter-
mination of slow start phase. Hoe’s approach enhanced the
TCP slow start performance by setting a better initial value of
ssthresh to be the estimated value of BDP, which is measured
by using packet pair method. It has been reported in the
literature that other cross traffic may hinder proper estimation
of the available link bandwidth by the packet pair method
because multiple flows get the same estimate of the available
link bandwidth. Later on, Additive Start [43] was proposed
to estimate the available link bandwidth by using a technique
of TCP Westwood called Eligible Rate Estimation (ERE).
By using ERE, Additive Start can reset ssthresh repeatedly
to a more appropriate value. Additive Start is slower than
Standard slow start and it can overshoot the size of cwnd
as it happens in Hoe’s approach because multiple flows
calculate the same ERE value. In 2003, Paced Start [44]
was proposed to estimate the available link bandwidth by
using packet spacing and ACK spacing gap techniques. Paced
Starts incorporates bandwidth estimation mechanism into the
Standard slow start. However, later on, this gap measurement
was tough for long distance, high bandwidth networks.

Paced Start [44] which uses packet trains technique to
estimate the available link bandwidth, avoids TCP source
from premature termination of slow start phase (prematurely
switching from slow start phase to congestion avoidance

phase). Limited Slow Start [28] also avoids TCP source
from the early termination of slow start phase by using a
new Maximum Slow Start Threshold (mas_ssthresh) vari-
able. In 2005 Early Slow Start Exit [45] uses packet spacing
and ACK spacing techniques to estimate the available link
bandwidth. Table 1 summarized the techniques of different
slow start modules.

TABLE 1. Analysis of TCP slow start modules.

So for in all slow start modules, the size of cwnd increases
exponentially, which causes burst losses of packets. [46] first
time introduced linear and stable growth of cwnd . By using
linear and stable growth of cwnd , packet losses are decreased.
Gallop Vegas is efficient than Vegas approach. Gallop Vegas
is also suitable for long distance, high bandwidth network
environments. Later on, a few slow start modules are pro-
posed who used router feedback information for the better
estimation of the available link bandwidth. Such as, Quick
Start used Explicit Router Feedback (ERF), and Additive
Limited Slow Start used Simple Internet Resource Notifica-
tion Scheme (SIRENS) techniques for the estimation of the
available link bandwidth. Quick Start cannot control mul-
ticast congestion control. However, Additive Limited Slow
Start can control multicast congestion control. Cap Start
combined Standard slow start and Limited slow start tech-
niques and developed a new path estimation mechanism.
HyStart introduced a new safe exit point to terminate the
slow start phase. AFTCP and Alternative Slow Start, upgrade
the Standard slow start. AFTCP used an inline available
link bandwidth mechanism with Standard slow start, whereas
Alternative slow start, changed the initial congestion window
size of Standard slow start.

In today’s, the most commonly used operating systems,
such as Microsoft Windows, Linux, Solaris, and Android,
are still using exponential growth of cwnd during slow start
phase. Many studies observe that TCP performance suffers
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TABLE 2. Strength and weakness of TCP slow start modules.

from the TCP slow start module in long distance, high band-
width networks [32]. However, the performance of TCP dur-
ing Slow start phase can be enhanced by setting ssthresh
intelligently [42]–[44], [47] and adjusting the cwnd size
wisely [27]–[29]. As the switching point between the slow
start and congestion avoidance, the ssthresh is critical to
TCP performance. If ssthresh is set too low, TCP switches
from slow start to congestion avoidance prematurely that
may cause TCP to experience a very long time to reach a
proper congestion window size. However, a high ssthresh
may lead to multiple packet losses and more seriously may
cause TCP timeouts [32]. Several works focused on improv-
ing the estimate of ssthresh with an estimation of BDP as
in Hoe’s approach. Table 2 summarized a relation between
the strength and weakness of different slow start modules.
It described, how the weakness of one slow start module is
solved by new or enhanced slow start modules. Similarly,
in this research, an enhanced slow start module is proposed
by using the idea of Alternative slow start and practical imple-
mentation of HyStart. Enhanced slow start module changed
the size of cwnd in slow start phase of HyStart.

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
Performance metrics for the evaluation of enhanced con-
gestion control mechanism with state-of-the-art congestion
control mechanism are described as follows:

FIGURE 3. Protocol fairness, showing flows, Flow 1 and Flow 2 are
configured with TCP CUBIC.

A. PROTOCOL FAIRNESS
Protocol fairness represents a ratio of link bandwidth share
between the two TCP flows configured with same congestion
control mechanism (TCP CUBIC) as shown in Figure 3.
During protocol fairness analysis, both flows must be config-
ured with same congestion control mechanism. It is defined
as the equality of the link bandwidth sharing among com-
peting flows of same congestion control mechanism (TCP
CUBIC) in a network. Protocol fairness is calculated by
using Jain’s fairness index formula [48] which is defined in
Equation 5. Protocol fairness by using Jain’s index formula
is also used by [49]–[58]. For a given set of throughputs
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5..xn, ), this formula calculates the fairness
index.

f (x1, x2, x3..xn) =

(∑n
1 xi
)2

n×
∑n

1 x
2
i

(5)

Fairness index is a value between 0 and 1, with 1 showing
the most equal sharing of available link bandwidth among
competing flows in a network and 0 showing unfair sharing
of available link bandwidth.

B. CONVERGENCE TIME
Refers to Figure 3, the convergence time of congestion
control mechanism is the time taken by flow 2 to gain 80% of
bandwidth of flow 1 [58], [59]. Convergence time of conges-
tion control mechanisms is calculated by using Equations 6
and 7 [58], [59]. Where Cf 1 represents the cwnd size of
flow 1, Cf 2 represents the cwnd size of flow 2, T1 is the
starting transmission time of flow 1 which is set to 1 second,
whereas T2 is the starting transmission time of flow 2 and T3
is the time in seconds when the size of cwnd of Cf 2 reaches
80% of size of Cf 1 cwnd for the first time. For calculating
convergence time, Tsim represents the total simulation time.
By subtracting, starting time of flow 2 from T3, convergence
time T is calculated [58].

T3 ⇐

for (i = 1; i <= Tsim; i++)

if Cf 2 >=
80× Cf 1

100

(6)

T = T3 − T2 (7)
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C. GOODPUT
Goodput is a measure of the amount of data transferred
(actual amount of data without dropped packets). According
to [60], definition of goodput is equivalent to the definition
of effective throughput as present in [3]. Goodput is the
application layer throughput measured at the TCP data source
node. In all simulations, goodput is calculated by using the
Equation 8 [57]. Goodput is presented in the form of bar
graphs as presented in [56].

Goodput =
(
SentData− RetransmittedData

TransferTime

)
(8)

D. PACKET LOSS RATE
Packet loss is the failure of more than one transmitted pack-
ets to arrive at their specified destination. Packet loss rate
depends upon the level of congestion in the network. Packet
loss rate is calculated by a number of packets dropped in unit
time [29], [58], [61].

V. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the methodology used to design and
develop an enhanced TCP congestion control mechanism for
long distance, high bandwidth secured networks configured
on smart healthcare enterprises. It provides the complete steps
of the operational framework to achieve the objectives of this
research. Research work is divided into three main phases.
Based on the comprehensive analysis of literature review,
background and formulation of the problem are discussed
in the first phase. The design and development of enhanced
congestion control mechanism are furnished in the second
phase. The third phase presents the evaluation methodol-
ogy to examine the performance of enhanced congestion
control mechanism with state-of-the-art congestion control
mechanism.

The background and problem formulation are conducted
after a systematic literature review of existing slow start
modules of congestion control mechanisms. The focus area
of the research is to find out the workflow and the issues
in the default version of TCP CUBIC mechanism. Different
approaches to the growth of cwnd size during slow start phase
have been studied in detail.

TCP is a protocol which is responsible for the connection-
oriented reliable and secured communication of the data
over the Internet by using its a very important component
called congestion control mechanism. Congestion control
mechanism consists of four components; slow start, conges-
tion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery modules.
It follows a legacy packet conversation principle, which con-
firms the data packet delivery by using an Acknowledgment
(ACK). Source node breaks the data messages into the pack-
ets and transmits to a destination node over the network. For
each packet sent by a source node, an ACK is generated to be
transmitted back from the destination node. The source node
controls the packet sending rate by using a very important
variable called Congestion Window (cwnd), which defines

the number of packets that the source node is allowed to
send to the destination node. During the start state of the
TCP connection, slow start module of congestion control
mechanism is used to find the time-varying available link
bandwidth of the current network path between sending and
receiving node. Slow start module increases the size of cwnd
exponentially, to find the unknown equilibrium state of the
network, which twice it’s cwnd size at the end of each RTT.
TCP Compound. TCP CUBIC and TCP Reno use the same
method of exponential growth of cwnd during the slow start
phase of the connection.

During the slow start phase, when the size of cwnd
becomes larger than a variable called Slow Start Threshold
(ssthresh), then the source node exits slow start phase and
enters into the congestion avoidance phase. ssthresh is a
measure of available link bandwidth between sending and
receiving nodes in the network path.Many congestion control
mechanisms use different formulas to calculate the value of
the ssthresh variable, which, in turn, affect the switch point
of slow start phase. Thus, the size of cwnd in slow start phase
has very importance. During slow start phase, if the size of
cwnd is very small, the connection switches to the congestion
avoidance phase very late. If the size of cwnd in slow start
phase is very large, the connection will terminate the slow
start phase prematurely and will switch to the congestion
avoidance phase prematurely. To handle this problem, TCP
CUBIC uses lower boundary limit and upper boundary limit
for the size of cwnd in slow start phase, which defines the
minimum and maximum range of cwnd size in slow start
phase.

Once the connection switches from a slow start to conges-
tion avoidance phase, congestion avoidance phase controls
the exponential growth of cwnd , because the source node has
already reached the equilibrium state of the network. During
the congestion avoidance phase, Compound TCP and TCP
Reno increase the size of cwnd by using formula; (1/cwnd)
for each incoming ACK. This makes the source gradually
increase it’s cwnd size by only one packet per each RTT
(instead of per each ACK as in slow start phase) because the
source node has already achieved the equilibrium state of the
network. This type of growth is called the linear growth of
cwnd . However, TCP CUBIC increases the size of cwnd by 1
for each incoming ACK instead of round trip time and occupy
the all available link bandwidth very quickly. This type of
growth is called the exponential growth of cwnd . Thus, this
exponential growth of cwnd of TCP CUBIC mechanism in
congestion avoidance phase causes congestion in the net-
work, which, in turn, causes a high rate of packet loss during
communication.

A. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CCM-SS
This section focuses on the design theory of a slow start mod-
ule by enhancing the lower limit of cwnd size in the TCP slow
start phase. The lower and upper boundary limits of cwnd size
in slow start phase effects its exponential growth (both in slow
start and congestion avoidance phases) and the switching
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point of the connection from slow start phase to congestion
avoidance phase, which in turn affect the packet loss rate by
reducing the burst losses of packets. TCPCUBIC uses Hybrid
Start (HyStart) as its default slow start module. HyStart sets
the lower and the upper boundary limit for the growth of cwnd
size in slow start phase. The idea of CCM-SS is based on the
boundary limits of the cwnd size of HyStart. Thus, packet
loss rate can be reduced by using a new boundary limit for
cwnd size in slow start phase. So that, TCP connection can
switch from slow start phase to congestion avoidance phase
without losing many packets. CCM-SS detects a congestion
control exit point for cwnd , to switch the connection from
slow start to congestion avoidance phase. The exit point is
less than a conditional variable, whose value is calculated
run-time during communication. Packet loss will occur if the
size of cwnd is greater than the conditional variable. CCM-SS
increases the lower boundary limit of cwnd size in slow start
phase, which increases the possibility of sets of values of
cwnd size. By using this idea, effect of the exponential growth
of cwnd is decreased, which in turn decrease the burst losses
of packets.

B. TESTING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Testing and performance evaluation of CCM-SS is the final
phase of the operational framework. The first step of this
phase consists of the configuration of the simulation setup.
In the second step, several most widely used performance
metrics are described. Packet loss rate, protocol fairness,
convergence time and goodput performance metrics are used
to evaluate the performance of proposed modules. These
performance metrics are described in detail in Section IV.
Finally, in the third step, simulation results are statistically
analyzed and performance evaluation of proposed modules is
discussed.

1) SIMULATION SETUP
Simulation based evaluation of CCM-SS is done by using
a Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) version 2.35, as used
by [6], [20], [25], [50]–[52], [57], and [62]–[68]. In all
simulation experiments, Hamilton benchmark test suite
(www.hamilton.ie) is used which is the most common and
widely used NS-2 benchmark for performance analysis of
congestion control mechanisms. [38], [59], [69]–[74] also
used Hamilton benchmark suite for the evaluation of con-
gestion control mechanisms. The simulation setup comprises
simulation parameters, network topology, TCP flows, band-
width sharing among TCP flows and traffic model, which are
described as follows:

1) Simulation Parameters
In all experiments, simulation parameters are used as
defined by [22], [33], [49]–[51], [57], [63], and [70].
Table 3 shows the complete set of simulation param-
eters used in all simulation experiments for long RTT
and short RTT networks. By using values of different
parameters from the table, simulation experiments are

TABLE 3. Parameters used in testbed.

performed for each TCP congestion control mechanism.
For the accurate results, the simulation experiments for
each parameters configuration are repeated for three
times. The start time of flow 1 is one second, whereas
flow 2 is started at two second for fairness simulations
and at 150 second for convergence time simulations. All
TCP connections are attached with File Transfer Proto-
col (FTP) agents and the simulations are run for 600 and
300 seconds. Same simulation process is repeated with
the same start and end time in order to establish the
legitimacy of the evaluation. For short RTT network
simulations, flow 1 RTT is fixed which is equal to 50 ms
and flow 2 RTT varies at 2 ms, 4 ms, 6 ms, 8 ms, 10 ms,
12 ms, 14 ms and 16 ms. This is because, 2 ms to 16 ms
networks are considered to be short distance networks,
deployed within a building. For long RTT networks sim-
ulations, flow 1 RTT is fixed which is equal to 100 ms
and flow 2 RTT range is 50 ms, 70 ms, 90 ms, 110 ms,
130 ms, 150 ms, 170 ms and 190 ms. This is because,
50 ms to 200 ms networks are considered to be long
distance networks, deployed within a city or country.

2) Network Topology
A dumbbell network topology of six nodes is used in all
simulation experiments as used by [17], [22], [23], [29],
[49], [52], [64]–[66], [70], and [75]–[78]. The dumbbell
network topology, which is shown in Figure 4, connects
a group of sender nodes S1 and S2 to a single router R1,
the R1 is serially connected to another router R2, which
in turn, is connected to another group of receiver nodes
D1 and D2. The straight line showed the connection link
between sender and receiver nodes with the link capacity
of 100 Mbps, 200 Mbps, 300 Mbps, 400 Mbps and
500 Mbps. The bandwidth of this link could be varied
from 100Mbps to 500Mbps for different configurations
and different network scenarios. The bandwidth of the
serial link between the two routers also varies from
50 Mbps to 250 Mbps for different simulations.
For all the simulation experiments, the buffer queue size
of both routers is set to [0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4,
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FIGURE 4. Testbed design for simulations.

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0] percent of Bandwidth Delay Product
(BDP) by using a DropTail algorithm as used by [25],
[49], [66], [70], [79]. Router’s buffer queue is used to
hold data packets temporally. If size of buffer queue is
very low, packet loss rate will increase and if the size of
buffer queue is very large, then it will difficult to test the
behavior of congestion control mechanisms. However,
most of researchers use moderate range of queue size,
not very high and not very low. Link delay among source
and destination nodes and bottleneck delay between
routers are varied depending on network scenario. 2 ms
to 16 ms and 50 ms to 190 ms range is used for short
RTT and long RTT networks respectively. As 2 ms is
used by [63], 10 m to 200 ms is used by [51], 30 ms
to 240 ms is used by [49] and 16 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,
160 ms, 200 ms are used by [70]. Thus, very precise and
moderate ranges of queue size and link delay are used in
all simulations.

3) TCP Flows
Source node S1 sends data segments to destination
node D1 by using a cwnd as a logical bucket. The
data segments pass through the link bandwidth between
routers R1 and R2 and reach to the destination node D1.
After successfully receiving the data segment, destina-
tion node D1 sends an ACK to source node S1. ACK
signal from destination node D1 also passes through the
link bandwidth between router R1 and R2. This data
sending and receiving conversation between source node
S1 and destination nodeD1makes a data stream between
source and destination, which is named as TCP flow as
described by [9], [56], [75]. As this is first TCP flow
on the link, thus it called TCP flow 1. Source node
S1 is configured with TCP CUBIC congestion control
mechanism during simulation configuration, thus, TCP
flow 1 is also called TCP CUBIC flow 1. Each con-
gestion control mechanism has a bandwidth estimation
mechanism to estimate the available link bandwidth and
they increase the size of cwnd exponentially or linearly
up to a maximum limit of cwnd size according to the
availability of the link bandwidth. So, if there is no
other flows are present on the link bandwidth, then TCP
CUBIC flow 1 can fully utilize the link bandwidth.
Similarly, if source node S2 also sends data segments
to destination node D2 by using cwnd and same link

FIGURE 5. Dumbbell topology showing flows [75].

FIGURE 6. Sharing of link bandwidth between flows [75].

bandwidth between routers R1 and R2. This second
conversation also makes a new TCP flow name as TCP
flow 2. If source node S2 is also configured with TCP
CUBIC, thus flow 2 is also called TCP CUBIC flow
2 as shown in Figure 5. Now, there are only two TCP
flows of data that are using a common link bandwidth
between routers R1 and R2 for transmission. Now, for
transmission, these two flows are sharing a common link
bandwidth with each other.

4) Bandwidth Sharing Among TCP Flows
As previously discussed, both TCP CUBIC flows are
sharing a common link bandwidth for the transmission.
Figure 6 shows a rectangle between two routers to high-
light the common link bandwidth between two TCP
CUBIC flows. At this time this bandwidth is configured
with 250 Mbps. If there is only one TCP CUBIC flow
on the network, it can use full 250 Mbps bandwidth,
however with the presence of other TCP CUBIC flows,
they must share this bandwidth with each other.
As the discussion earlier, when two TCP CUBIC flows
are sharing a common link bandwidth with each other
and if the throughput of both TCP CUBIC flows are
equal (or nearly equal) to each other, or in other words,
if the protocol fairness of both flows is equal (or nearly
equal) to 1, it means that both TCP CUBIC flows are
sharing common link bandwidth fairlywith each other as
shown in Figure 7(a). However, if both the TCP CUBIC
flows did not share bandwidth fairly with each other
even for a single moment, then protocol fairness will be
equal to 0 as shown in Figure 7(b).

5) Traffic Model
During the simulation, the data packet size is fixed
which is set to 1460 bytes and it cannot be changed
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FIGURE 7. Protocol fairness sample graphs. (a) Protocol fairness = 0.9.
(b) Protocol fairness = 0.

during simulation. As this is the default configuration
of packet size in Hamilton benchmark suit. The traffic
source of the simulation is set to File Transfer Protocol
(FTP). During simulation experiments, FTP agents use
TCP to send and receive the data packets and conges-
tion control mechanisms are attached with TCP. The
sender nodes transmit the FTP data packets to destina-
tion nodes.

2) EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the performance of CCM-SS, packet loss rate,
protocol fairness, convergence time and goodput metrics are
used. Statistical significance test, namely t-test is also cal-
culated to evaluate the merits of the improvements gained
from the enhanced congestion control mechanism. The t-test
results of this research satisfied the level of significance,
i.e., less than 0.05. All experiments are repeated three times
to have more accurate results, and final results are averaged
to have 95% confidence interval of the mean as used by [50].

3) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of CCM-SS, several
simulation experiments are conducted, and their results are
compared with the most relevant state-of-the-art congestion
control mechanisms (TCP Reno, HighSpeed TCP, TCP BIC,
TCP CUBIC and TCP Compound). These congestion control

TABLE 4. Sets of experiments for the evaluation of CCM-SS.

mechanisms have been the subject of consideration and
experimentation in recent years. In all simulations, Hamilton
Benchmark Test Suite is used. Awk tool [80] is used for
manipulating the useful data from NS-2 trace files. Finally,
all empirical data is analyzed in SPSS to get useful results in
the form of graphs. For every simulation test, two TCP data
flows of each TCP congestion control mechanism are run on
short RTT and long RTT networks.

Four sets of experiments are performed to evaluate and
measure the performance of CCM-SS. The first set of experi-
ments investigates the packet loss rate of TCP CUBIC config-
ured with its default slow start module Hybrid Start (HyStart).
In the second set of experiments, HyStart module is replaced
by CCM-SS and again packet loss of TCP CUBIC in investi-
gated and at this time TCP CUBIC is configured with CCM-
SS as its default slow start module instead of HyStart. In the
third and fourth sets of experiments, the above two sets of
experiments are repeated to investigate the goodput behavior
of HyStart and CCM-SS modules. The detail of four sets of
experiments is described in Table 4. Thus, TCP CUBIC is
investigated with respect to packet loss rate and goodput by
using HyStart and CCM-SS as its default slow start modules.

C. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Assumptions and limitations are required to facilitate the
CCM-SS, to focus on minimizing the interference of any
background traffic, which, in turns, decreases packet loss
rate and improves protocol fairness, convergence time and
goodput of TCP flows. Following is a list of assumptions and
precise limitations that are absorbed during the final design
of testbed topology and simulation setup:

i. Once the bottleneck bandwidth between routers are con-
figured; they are not changed during simulation.

ii. All routers use the same DropTail [81] buffer algorithm
throughout all the simulations as used by [66] and [49].

iii. All the individual links among nodes are configured with
a specified bandwidth and propagation time and not be
changed during simulation.

iv. All the links of a given testbed topology are set in a
saturated mode. Hence, no user data traffic is considered
in the background.

v. Buffer queue size of routers is fixed during simulation.
vi. All simulations are performed on a single machine with

the same version of a network simulator.

VI. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CCM-SS
This section provides the design, development, and imple-
mentation of Congestion Control Module for Slow Start
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(CCM-SS) which is the core module of enhanced conges-
tion control mechanism proposed in this research. CCM-SS
decreases the burst losses of packets by increasing the lower
boundary limit of Congestion Control (cwnd) size in slow
start phase and by defining a secure exit point for the ter-
mination of slow start phase. As CCM-SS is the module of
enhanced TCP CUBIC and its design is based on the design
of default TCP CUBIC; therefore, in the development of this
module, many parameters of default TCP CUBIC are also
be used. B, representing the available link bandwidth of the
current network path, minD representing the forward path
one-way delay, S representing the available buffer size and
β representing the cwnd reduction parameter; are used in the
design of CCM-SS.

CCM-SS focuses on the exponential growth of Conges-
tion Control (cwnd) size in slow start phase to avoid the
packet loss rate. In slow start phase, cwnd size increases
exponentially. The connection sets the size of cwnd within
lower and upper limits of size. These limits of size are also
known as lower boundary and upper boundary limits of cwnd
size. When the size of cwnd becomes larger than a run-time
defined a conditional variable, which is also known as Slow
Start Threshold (ssthresh), the connections terminates the
slow start phase and switches to congestion avoidance phase.

The boundary limits of cwnd size effect the exponential
growth of cwnd , which in turn effect the termination point
of slow start phase. If the connection does not terminate the
slow start phase in time, packet loss occurred due to the
exponential growth of cwnd . Thus, packet loss rate can be
reduced by using an enhanced lower boundary limit for cwnd
size in slow start phase. By using an enhanced lower boundary
limit of cwnd size, connection terminates the slow start phase
in time and enters into congestion avoidance phase without
losing too many packets. Figure 8 schematically shows the
termination point of slow start phase and conditional variable.
Congestion Control Module for Slow Start (CCM-SS) is
proposed to control the packet loss rate in slow start phase
by limiting the initial size of cwnd in the slow start phase as
follows:

A. DESIGN OF CCM-SS
In this section, CCM-SS is designed, which controls the
packet loss rate in slow start phase. CCM-SS reduces packet
loss rate by increasing the lower boundary limit of cwnd size
in slow start phase. CCM-SS detects a congestion control
exit point for cwnd , to switch the connection from slow start
to congestion avoidance phase. This exit point must be less
than a conditional variable called SCCP, whose value is cal-
culated run-time by using Equation 9, where B̄ is the amount
of available link bandwidth, minD̄ represents the minimum
forward path one way delay (RTT/2) and S̄ represents the
available buffer size, which depends upon the Bandwidth
Delay Product (BDP) queue size. Packet loss will occur if
the size of cwnd is greater than the value of SCCP. The idea
of SCCP is taken from the Safe exit point of HyStart module,

FIGURE 8. Slow start phase termination point.

FIGURE 9. Packet train concept.

which is the default slow start module in TCP CUBIC.

SCCP = (B̄× minD̄+ S̄)

if (cwnd > SCCP), Packet loss will occur (9)

B. BANDWIDTH AND DELAY ESTIMATIONS
In this section available link bandwidth (B̄) and minimum
forward one way delay (minD̄) estimation techniques of
CCM-SS are described. There are two types of bandwidth
estimation techniques: packet-pair and packet-train [44]. For
available link bandwidth estimation, CCM-SS uses a concept
similar to packet-train. Suppose a source transmits N̄ back to
back packets of size L̄ to the destination. For (N̄ > 2), these
back-to-back packets are called a packet-train. The length
of this packet-train is denoted by 1(N̄ ), which is equal to∑k=N̄−1

k=1 δk as denoted in Equation 10. Where N̄ is the num-
ber of packets in train, δk is the inter interval time between
packets k and k+1 as shown in Figure 9. By using the packet-
train length, a destination can measure the bandwidth b(N̄ ) of
the link as denoted in Equation 12.

1(N̄ ) =
k=N̄−1∑
k=1

δk (10)

b(N̄ ) =
(N̄ − 1)× L̄

1(N̄ )
(11)
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b(N̄ ) =
(N̄ − 1)× L̄∑k=N̄−1

k=1 δk

(12)

By using packet-train concept and an approach of [22], avail-
able link bandwidth on the link is calculated. According to
this approach, if B̄ represents the available link bandwidth for
the forward path and minD̄ represents the minimum forward
one way delay, which is equal to half of RTT, then the Band-
width Delay Product (BDP) of the link path can be denoted
as (B̄× minD̄), which is denoted in Equation 13.

BDP = B̄× minD̄ = b(N̄ )× minD̄ (13)

Solving Equations 11 and 13, (B̄ × minD̄) is updated and is
shown in Equation 14.

BDP = B̄× minD̄ =
(N̄ − 1)× L̄

1(N̄ )
× minD̄ (14)

Based on [22], if1(N̄ ) is equal tomin ¯̄D, then (B̄×minD̄) will
equal to (N̄ − 1)× L̄ as described in Equation 15.

BDP = B̄× minD̄ = (N̄ − 1)× L̄ (15)

Since b(N̄ ) = (N̄−1)×L̄
1(N̄ )

, then (N̄−1)×L̄ represents the size of

cwnd , means when1(N̄ ) is equal tominD̄, the cwnd becomes
equal to (B̄× minD̄) as described in Equation 16.

BDP = B̄× minD̄ = cwnd (16)

By solving Equation 16, available link bandwidth B̄ can be
calculated as described in Equation 17.

B̄ =
minD̄
cwnd

(17)

By using train of acknowledgements, 1(N̄ ) is estimated,
which is equal to the sum of inter arrival times of packets in
train as shown in Figure 9. 3(N̄ ) represents the time period
between the receipt of first and last ACK in an ACK train.
minD̄ is calculated by dividing the minimum observed RTT
by 2 as defined in Equation 18 [22].

minD̄ =
minRTT

2
(18)

The purpose of CCM-SS is to adjust the lower boundary
limit (B̄ × minD̄ × µβ) of cwnd size in slow start phase
to have more lower initial values of cwnd size to use the
available link bandwidth slowly. Thus, CCM-SS increases the
possibility of cwnd values which, in turn, causes a low rate
of packet loss. A comparison between HyStart and CCM-SS
lower and upper limits for the initial size of (cwnd) during
slow start phase is schematically drawn in Figure 10. In this
figure, the first rectangle represents the cwnd boundary limits
of HyStart, whereas the second square shows the boundary
limits of the cwnd size of CCM-SS in slow start phase. CCM-
SS enhanced the lower boundary limit of the cwnd size of
HyStart in slow start phase.

HyStart uses formula (B × minD × β) to calculate the
lower boundary limit of cwnd size, where B is available link
bandwidth, minD is the minimum one way delay and β is

FIGURE 10. Boundary limit of congestion window size in HyStart and
CCM-SS.

the cwnd reduction parameter. B and minD are calculated
run-time by using packet train techniques and these values
changes according to the condition of network, whereas β
has fixed value, which is equal to 0.2. To change the lower
boundary limit of cwnd size, the value of β must be changed.
For this purpose, µ is multiplied with β, whose experimental
and statistical value is equal to 1.5. Thus after multiplication
(µ×β), value of β changes from 0.2 to 0.3. This change in β
value, updates the lower boundary of cwnd size in slow start
phase, which also updated the exit point or termination point
of slow start phase and conditional variable. Thus, CCM-SS
uses a new formula (B̄ × minD̄ × µβ) for the calculation of
lower boundary for cwnd size in slow start phase. µ variable
helps the cwnd lower limit to have more sets of values for
cwnd . This change in lower boundary limit of cwnd , causes
the flexibility for cwnd size which results in low rate of packet
loss during slow start phase.

Flowchart of CCM-SS is shown in Figure 11. When the
communication starts, connection estimates the available link
bandwidth and minimum RTT. To start communication, con-
nection sets the initial size of cwnd and increases the size of
cwnd exponentially to occupy the available link bandwidth.
Once the size of cwnd becomes equal to or grater than
ssthresh, the connection terminates the slow start phase and
enters into congestion avoidance phase. If the size of cwnd
get larger than SCCP, packet loss will occur.

The pseudo code of CCM-SS regarding exponen-
tial growth at each ACK is described in Algorithm 1.
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FIGURE 11. Flowchart of congestion control module for slow start.

cwnd ← cwnd + 1 refers as exponential growth of cwnd
in slow start phase.

Design of CCM-SS is based on following key assumptions:
i. The estimated bandwidth capacity of the link is defined

by the sum of available link bandwidth B̄ on the link and
size of buffers S̄ at the bottleneck routers.

ii. The size of cwnd in slow start phase should increase to
a maximum upper limit, so that it can achieve the max-
imum utilization of the link by avoiding the maximum
possible loss events.

iii. Available link bandwidth, minimum forward path one
way delay and buffer size of bottleneck routers are
denoted by B̄,minD̄ and S̄ respectively and can be calcu-
lated by using techniques being used by HyStart.

iv. The Safe Congestion Control Point (SCCP) can be com-
puted by using the Equation 9.

v. In slow start phase, if the size of cwnd gets larger than
SCCP, congestion will occur.

vi. The lower boundary limit of cwnd size of CCM-SS is
set to (B̄×minD̄× β̄), where β̄ is equal to (µ× β). β is
a multiplicative decrease parameter of cwnd and µ is a
variable of CCM-SS having experimental and statistical
value 1.5. However, it can say that the size of cwnd is
bounded between (B̄×minD̄×µ×β) and (B̄×minD̄+S̄).

vii. The lower and upper boundary of cwnd size of CCM-SS
in slow start phase is given in Equations 19 and 20.

(B̄× minD̄× µ× β) < cwnd < (B̄× minD̄+ S̄)

(19)

Algorithm 1 Exponential Growth of cwnd at Each ACK in
CCM-SS

Growth of cwnd at each ACK
if dMin then
dMin← min(dMin,RTT )

else
dMin← RTT
if cwnd ≤ ssthresh then
cwnd ← cwnd + 1

else
cnt ← cwnd + 1
if cwnd_cnt > cnt then
cwnd ← cwnd + 1
cwnd_cnt ← 0

else
cwnd_cnt ← cwnd_cnt + 1

end if
end if

end if

For µ = 1.5 and β = 0.2,

(B̄× minD̄× 0.3) < cwnd < (B̄× minD̄+ S̄) (20)

The findings of CCM-SS is described as follows:
i. HyStart limits the size of cwnd within a lower and

upper boundary and the limit of boundary causes less
utilization of available link bandwidth, which in turn
causes burst losses of packets in slow start phase. The
loss of packets is mitigated by using more flexible limit
of boundary of cwnd size in slow start phase, which also
updated the exit point of slow start phase and conditional
variable. This change in boundary limit of cwnd size also
reduced the effect of exponential growth of cwnd in slow
start phase.

ii. CCM-SS provides better lower boundary limit for cwnd
size during slow start phase which not only reduces the
packet loss rate but as an additional findings, it also
improves the goodput, protocol fairness and convergence
time (fair and quick distribution of available link band-
width) of the flows.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance comparison of TCP CUBIC
by using slow start modules HyStart and CCM-SS is con-
ducted. For this purpose, CCM-SS is implemented in TCP
CUBIC. Thus, TCP CUBIC with HyStart and CCM-SS is
evaluated with respect to packet loss rate. In the following
section, packet loss analysis of TCP CUBICwith HyStart and
CCM-SS is graphically presented with the explanation.

Figure 12 shows the performance comparison of CCM-SS
and HyStart modules in terms of packet loss rate in long
RTT and short RTT networks. Figure 12(a) shows the packet
loss rate of CCM-SS and HyStart flows configured with long
RTT, refers to as long distance, high bandwidth networks.
Figure 12(a) illustrates that line of CCM-SS module is lower
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FIGURE 12. Packet loss rate comparison of HyStart and CCM-SS. (a) For
long RTT networks. (b) For short RTT networks.

than HyStart from 200 seconds until 800 seconds. There is
a big gap between the line of packet loss rate of CCM-SS
and HyStart flows. Thus, packet loss rate of CCM-SS flows
is lower than HyStart flows throughout all the simulations.
CCM-SS improves the performance in terms of packet loss
rate in long RTT networks. In Figure 12(b), comparison of
CCM-SS andHyStart flows, configured in short RTT network
is shown. The line of CCM-SS and HyStart are very close
to each other, thus in short RTT networks, there is a minor
difference between the packet loss rate of CCM-SS and HyS-
tart. However, CCM-SS improved its performance both in
long and short RTT networks. Thus, it is concluded that flows
of CCM-SS have lower packet loss rate in long and short
RTT networks as compared to HyStart flows. Improvement
in terms of packet loss rate validates the performance of
CCM-SS module over HyStart.

Packet loss rate also affects the goodput of the flows, thus,
the decrease in packet loss rate increases the goodput of the
flows. Thus, flows configured with CCM-SS achieve higher
goodput as compared to HyStart flows. Figure 13 shows the
goodput comparison of flows of HyStart and CCM-SS mod-
ules. Results show that TCP CUBIC shows better goodput by
using CCM-SS as compared to HyStart module. Figure 13(a)
shows goodput of CCM-SS and HyStart with respect to link

FIGURE 13. Goodput comparison of CCM-SS and HyStart. (a) Link
bandwidth wise comparison. (b) Flow’s RTT wise comparison.

bandwidth inMbps between the source and destination nodes.
Figure 13(b) shows goodput with respect to RTT of the flows.
In Figures, 13, TCP CUBIC by using CCM-SS as default
slow start module, achieve higher goodput performance as
compared to HyStart, which validates the performance of
CCM-SS over HyStart as one of the additional findings of
this contribution.

Figure 14 indicates that convergence time and protocol
fairness of flows is also improved by using CCM-SS module.
Figure 14(a) shows that both flows of CCM-SS converge into
each other in less time as compared to the flow of HyStart
flows as shown in Figure 14(b). Thus, CCM-SS flows share
available link bandwidth very fast and fairly to each other
as compared to HyStart flows. CCM-SS flows have shorter
convergence time as compared to HyStart flows. Improve-
ment in convergence time also improves the fairness behavior
of CCM-SS as compared to HyStart, as shown in Figure 14.
The required results and additional findings are described as
follows:

i. Average packet loss rate of CCM-SS flows less than
HyStart flows in both long and short RTT networks.
Flows configured with CCM-SS, reduced 10% packet
loss rate as compared to HyStart.

ii. Flows set with CCM-SS module can achieve higher
goodput as compared to HyStart.
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FIGURE 14. Convergence time and protocol fairness comparison of
CCM-SS and HyStart. (a) TCP CUBIC configured with CCM-SS. (b) TCP
CUBIC configured with HyStart.

iii. The decrease in packet loss rate of CCM-SS flows also
improves the convergence time and protocol fairness of
CCM-SS flows.

iv. CCM-SS flows converge very fast with each other to
share available link bandwidth as compared to HyStart
flows.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The focus of this research is to maximize the performance
of enhanced TCP CUBIC in long distance, high bandwidth
secured networks configured on centralized smart healthcare
enterprises. This is done by allocating the available link band-
width, fairly and fast among the flows transmitting health-
related data from different healthcare centers over the same
network link. The enhanced TCP CUBIC uses enhanced slow
start module to achieve the maximum possible performance
regarding packet loss rate, protocol fairness and convergence
time. As part of future work, this research can be further
extended to develop RTT dependent cwnd reduction mech-
anisms and RTT based congestion indication functions for
smart healthcare enterprises configured with secured net-
works.
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